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**ABSTRACT**
The use of a modern digital image correlation method to investigation of drop tests of two chosen cycling helmets types is described in this contribution. The first type
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– Arcore T-16 represents the helmets with more rounded uncomplicated surface and the second one – Longus Entry has flatter but more complicated contour. The investigation was directed to determination of helmets deformation and strain fields during their impact to a barrier. A high-speed system Q-450 Dantec Dynamics with cameras SpeedSense9070 Phantom was used to shoot this short time interval.

1. Introduction

Close attention to a human health-keeping is the main reason why cycling helmets should meet the strict safety requirements. Each continent, even some of states introduce some strict standards for helmet testing which have to be accomplished. For these standards (ANSI, ASTM, Australia/NZ, BSI, Canadian Standard Association, US Consumer Product Safety Commission, CEN European Standard, Japanese Industrial Standard, Snell Memorial Foundation, Swedish Board for Consumer Policies, ...) different types of tests, materials, models and aids used by testing are characteristic. The aim of experiments described in this contribution was perform a simple drop test of selected cycling helmets and evaluate deformation during their impact to a strong barrier. An application of conventional methods of experimental analysis of helmets deformation could be relatively complicated solution. Complexity of helmets structure and material do not allow using tensometric apparatus. On the other hand the time-consuming creation of model by applying of finite element methods is in this instance not very efficient and the model correspondence with reality may not be sufficient. The optical experimental methods are the answer for overcoming of these troubles. Unlike strain gauges used for deformation analysis in one place and its near locality, high-speed digital image correlation used in this contribution as evaluation apparatus purveys information about the whole sampled surface of investigated object.

2. Digital Image Correlation (DIC)

Digital image correlation is an optical method based on correlation principle of investigated object, which is shot by CCD cameras during its loading. The correlation process of acquired digital images, also called correlation, is performed gradually on small image elements called facets. Shape of this elements use to be squared with usual size from 15x15 to 30x30 pixels. Stochastic black and white pattern is created on the object surface in order to correlation of identical parts of the images. There are various methods for creation of finer or coarser patterns (using of spray gun, easy coating of Xerox toner on wet white surface, manual painting by indelible ink felt pen or chemical etching of metal materials), but the easiest solution is a creation of pattern by white and black spray color.

Minimal size of facet is determined by size of created pattern. The every one facet has to contain white and black color in order to proper facets correlation.

By digital image correlation method it is possible to determine displacement and strain fields. Values of displacements are determined in virtual grid corners created automatically by the software (Fig.1). Similarly, like by FEM programs where computation accuracy depends on size of finite element also the quality of results of digital image correlation depends on the size of virtual grid element. If the initial contour and displacement vectors of all element points are known, it is possible to compute its strains. Acquisition of strains is ensured either by differentiation of adjoining point

Fig. 1: Facets and virtual grid.
displacements or by analysis of local facets curving used by correlation [1], [2], [3].

Two CCD cameras are generally used by performing of experimental tests with using of high-speed correlation system Q-450 Dantec Dynamics. It is possible to investigate objects spatial deformations of size from several mm² to some m² by using of these cameras [4]. Such camera setting is conditioned by visibility of each investigated object point by both cameras simultaneously, what considerably complicate the investigation of objects with other than flat shape or objects with bigger surface rounding.

In accordance with the standard DRAFT ISO/DIS 6220–1983 a head model was made (Fig.5). This model of human head was made from hard oak wood and its weight with an attachment screw was above 3 kg.

A construction for performing simple drop test was designed and manufactured as well. This structure consists of two fixed parts – a massive pedestal and a shifting conduction of length 2000 mm (Fig. 6). The choice of this length was performed in accord with Snell’s assumption that most of cyclists fall down from a high above two meters.

For investigation of helmets deformation and strain resulting from their impact loading it is necessary to utilize a dynamic measurement with sufficiently high sampling frequency. AS the head impact speed was assumed above 6 ms⁻¹ the sam-

3. Experimental Determination of Cycling Helmets Deformation by Their Impact Testing

The aim of the chosen experiments was to prove a convenience of 3-D digital image correlation by identification of cycling helmets deformation fields at a moment of their impact to a barrier in three mutually perpendicular directions X, Y and Z. Two different types of cycling helmets were used for measurement – a freeride helmet Arcore T-16 represents the helmets with more rounded uncomplicated surface (Fig.3) and the second one – Longus Entry has flatter but more complicated contour (Fig.4).

If the investigation is performed by one camera then it is constrained only for planar objects situated parallel with camera image plane. For this instance it is not possible to perform spatial analysis but only planar one.

In general, camera can not distinguish the size and distance of sampled objects and therefore mini-sized object observed from small camera distance can appear as big as macroscopic one situated further. For this reason the acquisition of correct information about object deformation is dependent on process precision, also called calibration of cameras. Particular camera calibration process of optical system Q-450 Dantec Dynamics uses Zhang’s algorithm [4], [5], [6].
Sampling frequency of cameras was adjusted to the most viable value. The object illumination realized with one high-performance point source of white light and the character of CCD sensor chip allowed performing of dynamic measurements by sampling frequency of 6000 fps.

Fig. 5: Testing head model.

By using of spray color a random black and white contrary pattern was made on the helmets. Since the cameras resolution is only 1 MPx, the sprayed patches were of size from some micrometers to several millimeters to ensure their shooting by both cameras.

Fig. 6: Construction for performing simple drop test.

Fig. 7: Investigation of Arcore T-16 frontal impact to a flat part of the pedestal.

Fig. 8: Investigation of Longus Entry side impact to a sharp edge of the metal barrier.

The assignment of the investigated object movement in visual fields of both cameras and the visibility of each investigated object point from both cameras are two of the most important factors needed by using of high-speed correlation systems. The configuration with two cameras permitted shooting of frames from two different visual fields.

In regard to evaluation of the most viable part of helmets the main intention was utilize the helmets symmetry and shoot just their half. For this reason Arcore T-16 was by its frontal impact shot along side (Fig. 7).

The same procedure was not possible to realize with Longus Entry comprised by a lot of complicated notches. These notches did not allow shooting of the identical surfaces by both cameras and the helmet reconstructed contour included a lot of non-evaluated parts. Because of this the second independent experiment was appointed – side impact of Longus Entry to a sharp edge of the metal
barrier (Fig. 8).

The apertures of both cameras were adjusted to 11, the shutter times of them were set to maximal value 165,635μs. These settings ensured sufficient image sharpness, optimal speed of lens and good contrast of investigated helmet parts. The impact time was under ideal conditions and the acceleration of gravity equal to 9,81 m/s² determined by calculation above 0,64s. In accord to cameras internal memory of 16GB the acquisition time was prescribed to 2,5s. Thus the whole process of helmet impact and potential rebound should be recorded with sufficient reserve. In both experiments 15000 snapshots were captured by each camera. Subsequently the snapshots were stored and it was required to calibrate the system. Since the cameras locations and orientations were changed during experiments the calibration had to be performed for both measurements particularly.

In both cases the calibration target PL-23-WMB_9x9 with square size of 23mm was used. Fifteen images of its different locations and orientations were captured by both cameras and the calibration parameters were computed. The results of calibrations are introduced in Tab.1 and Tab.2.

After the inspection of stored snapshots, only these were chosen, which were related to the helmet impact to the barrier. Arcore T-16 rebounded from the pedestal four times and thus stopped. In regard to the highest awaited deformation by the first impact, only this part of record was evaluated. Longus Entry was just turned to the side and subsequently stopped after its impact to the metal barrier. The first snapshot from all correlated snapshots was determined as reference, the rest as sub-reference. This procedure made the searching of starting points (a place which is correlated as first) much easier.

In the next step an evaluation mask was created. This mask defines on the reference step a region, which should be evaluated (Fig. 9, Fig.10).

![Fig. 9: Evaluation mask of Arcore T-16.](image)

The visibility of all points of the investigated object on each evaluated snapshot obtained by both cameras is the primary factor of mask making. For each mask created by closed polygons it is necessary to set at least one starting point occurred in its inside. The place marked by starting point is correlated always as first.

The reconstructed three-dimensional contours of both helmets are depicted in the Fig.11 and Fig.12.

### Table 1: Calibration parameters obtained for experimental investigation of helmet Arcore T-16.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrinsic Parameters</th>
<th>Camera Position 1 image:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal length (x; y):</td>
<td>(2736 ± 2; 2739 ± 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal point (x; y):</td>
<td>(632 ± 4; 478 ± 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial distortion (x; y):</td>
<td>(-0.043 ± 0.005; -0.042 ± 0.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential distortion (tx; ty):</td>
<td>(0.0057 ± 0.0005; -0.0023 ± 0.0005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Extrinsic parameters |

| Rotation vector (x; y; z): | (-2.590 ± 0.002; 0.121 ± 0.0004; -0.157 ± 0.002) |
| Translation vector (x; y; z): | (55.3 ± 1.4; -28 ± 2; 919 ± 0.7) |

### Table 2: Calibration parameters obtained for experimental investigation of helmet Longus Entry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrinsic Parameters</th>
<th>Camera Position 1 image:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focal length (x; y):</td>
<td>(2740 ± 2; 2742 ± 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal point (x; y):</td>
<td>(636 ± 5; 464 ± 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial distortion (x; y):</td>
<td>(-0.093 ± 0.007; 0.5 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangential distortion (tx; ty):</td>
<td>(0.0030 ± 0.0005; -0.0004 ± 0.0005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Extrinsic parameters |

| Rotation vector (x; y; z): | (-2.938 ± 0.002; 0.171 ± 0.0008; 0.509 ± 0.002) |
| Translation vector (x; y; z): | (-10.1 ± 1.5; -18 ± 2; 514 ± 0.7) |
The contour of Arcore T-16 was obtained with relatively good quality, Longus Entry with its more complicated shape showed worse quality of reconstruction. At least another one camera could be used to remove these imperfections.

The results in a form of principal strain, total deformations and deformations in X, Y and Z directions can be seen in the Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.
Continuation of the Figure 13: Visualization of strain fields and deformations of tested helmet Arcore T-16 at its stop on the pedestal.

4. Evaluation of obtained results

The strain fields and deformations of investigated area are the result of experimental investigation of
bicycle helmet drop tests. By using of given set up of correlation system Q-450 with two cameras and one source of light the identical experiments could not be performed, which result would be the comparison of both types of helmets deformation. For this reason two independent experiments were chosen. The size of investigated area and quality of reconstructed image give an assumption to utilizing the digital image correlation method with stereoscopic set up of both cameras especially for objects with simpler contour. It is necessary to have three even four cameras for correct shooting and evaluating of entire helmet surface. During the impact of both helmets on barrier the mechanical damage has occurred (see Fig. 15 and Fig. 16). In both cases the damping stiffened polystyrene matter was cracked. In the case of helmet Arcore T-16 the smooth surface layer was in forehead area divided from polystyrene matter. During the impact of helmet Longus Entry on a sharp barrier the crack of shell has occurred.

Apparently the friction of construction parts has caused that by using of accelerometers the measured velocity of helmets closely to impact on barrier was 5,1ms⁻¹. The forty time steps have passed from the first contact of helmet Arcore T-16 with barrier up to the stopping of helmet on barrier. It means that the system caught particular number of snapshots during which the motion of helmet was stopped. By sampling frequency 6000 fps the time interval lasts 0,00666s. Impact of the helmet on pedestal created overloading of size 78g. Such overloading is for human body during the longstanding exposure unacceptable though for short-time exposure (approximately 0,1s) human body can withstand overloading about 83g.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this contribution was to point out the possibility of experimental method application of image correlation by performing of cycling helmet drop tests. As one can see from described experiments it is possible to realize investigation of dynamic processes in broad range of cameras sampling frequencies with system Q-450 Dantec Dynamics. However a sensor chip of this device enables to perform measurement only to 3140fps by full resolution. The using of higher sampling frequencies is possible only for smaller objects. Increasing of sampling frequency tends to faster aperture objective closing and the demands for more qualitative specimen illumination increasing too. Then for measurement with higher sampling frequency of camera than 6000fps it is necessary one more high-performance source of light. Consideration
of given helmet convenience for health protection and impact influence for human body would be possible only after performing of others measurements performed on helmets and consequent consultation with experts of given area. The primary aim of experiment was not to investigate security of helmets but show the possibility of digital image correlation utilization by such high-speed sampling of object impact loading.
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